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Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 191: The Power Of The [Garden Guardian Commander] & [Frost Fairy Princess] Temporary 

Titles! 

Titan's flowers bloomed as they transformed, merging with his bark and turning into an incredible and 

colorful armor. He suddenly gained a gigantic spear made of colorful metal and his body emanated a 

rainbow aura. 

Ding! 

[You have assigned the compatible [Player: Titan] as your temporary [Garden Guardian Commander]!] 

"T-This is… Some sort of temporary Job Class?!" He asked. As he felt as if he gained several new Skills. 

"Well, thanks, Planta! I'll use it right away!" 

Titan immediately charged forward, and as if they heard his call, many of the flowers in this expansive 

garden also awakened, they were all adorable little flower soldiers, raising their arms and marching 

onwards! 

Suddenly, I heard the voice of the frustrated Snake Queen in the distance. 

"Another army?! Just how many little critters can you summon?!" She roared. "Well, no matter, my 

children are plenty! And I'll lay more and more eggs if it means I can destroy you! Not even Players are 

absent from death!" 

"SHAAAAA!" 

The wounded giant snake roared furiously, swinging his tail around and crushing the last Fairies I had 

summoned. However, alongside Titan and his Garden Army, there was Nieve! It was interesting what 

had happened to her, but because she was present here, it didn't meant I couldn't summon her Spiritual 

Projection. 

However, what had happened wasn't as if two of hers fought together, but it was even more amazing, 

as her Spiritual Projection had merged with her body and transformed her! Her clothes became more 

lustrous, her hair longer and clear blue in color, and her eyes shone bright gold as her fairy wings grew 

three times their original size, showing rainbow arura borealis from within. 

And her rapier grew twice as long as well, resembling more like a spear, imbued with the primordial 

power of the element of ice which was the latent talent of her heart. It felt strange, but it was also as if 

she had been assigned a "Role" within the Fairy Army! 

Ding! 

[NPC: Nieve] has met the requirements and has been temporarily granted the power of the [Frost Fairy 

Princess] Title!] 

She not only acquired a temporal title but all her stats almost tripled. Not only that, but her ice powers 

multiplied and she was able to command or enchant the fairy spirits I had summoned, and even 

summon them herself to an extent, lessening my pressure! 
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"Come, my friends! Let's do this!" She roared heroically, as she brought more fairy spirits with her. They 

were different this time as they were wearing ice armor and weapons! These Fairy Spirit classes were 

[Winter Knights] and [Winter Witches]! 

FLUOOSH! 

Combining their strength, a wave of cold suddenly hit the fourth and most wounded of the four giant 

snakes beginning to freeze part of its body instantly! However, the beast struggled as it moved its body 

furiously, only opening the way for Nieve to strike! 

Her long rapier moved majestically as her butterfly wings unleashed bright and beautiful aurora borealis 

from within, freezing her surroundings. 

"I can feel this power… Planta has done so much for me, the least I can do is to repay her favor with my 

strength! Ice Rapier Arts: Frozen Rose Garden!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, a pseudo domain emerged around Nieve as everything within the snake's surroundings 

turned into a beautiful garden made out of rose-shaped ice, and then, Nieve emerged as countless 

clones of herself made of Ice Essence, flashing through the entire snake and slashing its entire body 

consecutively! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

The Horned Giant Snake's HP began to plumet to zero in mere seconds, as a last and powerful attack 

coming from Nieve was unleashed! 

"Perish!" 

SLAAAASH! 

With that last slash, not only the snake was turned into a frozen statue, but its entire body began to 

shatter and crack into pieces, crumbling into the ground! 

CRASH! 

It was… amazing! 

Countless notifications of the defeated snakes began to emerge one after the other in front of me as we 

were seemingly beginning to finally turn the stakes to our favor! But not only due to my help, but the 

help of the Fairies we helped before. It was as if they were all repaying their favor to us! 

"Nieve took down the giant snake!" 

"She did it!" 

"But there are three more…" 

The fairies were feeling slightly dispirited, but Nieve flew without hesitation, expanding the ice she was 

summoning through her overflowing new powers and quickly beginning to freeze part of the body of a 

second Giant Snake, this one having a third eye in the middle of its forehead. 



"Everyone, don't falter! We can do this!" She roared, quickly rising everyone's morale. 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

Her powerful rapier attacks began to reach the third-eyed Giant Snake consecutively. Each attack was 

growing stronger as enormous wounds were left over the titanic body of the monster. 

"SHAAAA!" 

However, it was stronger than the previous one. It quickly unleashed magic, as countless magic circles 

emerged one after the other, unleashing a downpour of projectiles made of Poison Magic, falling over 

Nieve and the other fairies fighting it! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

The Poisonous Projectiles hit the ground as well, exploding into small pools of miasmic poison that 

began to infect my own Health Soil Tiles, converting them back into Miasmic Swamp Tiles! Was this also 

the Snake Queen's plan? 

"D-Damn it…!" Nieve roared, suddenly generating large mirror shields made of ice around her which 

helped her block the hits, as she unleashed slashing attacks using her rapier to intercept the poison and 

freeze it before it would spread in our Terrain. 

FLAAASH! 

However, a large Poison Projectile was suddenly directed my way while I was concentrated enhancing 

our Terrain and my allies. 

"Ah!" 

"Watch out!" 

FLASH! 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a large black hole emerged before me, easily swallowing away the Poison 

Projectile and sending it away elsewhere. This was Rita's magic! 

"Achlys!" I said as I found her right at my side. She was suddenly conjuring several of these strange spells 

one after the other. 

"You need to be more careful, dummy!" She reprimanded me. 

"But what with that overpowered spell?" I asked in surprise. 

"I don't think I would had been able to conjure it before if it wasn't because this Terrain is enhancing my 

Darkness Magic… It is called Black Void Portal!" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 192: Against Three Bosses At Once! 

"Black Void Portal is a super high-level spell around Level 6, but this buff in this dungeon allowed me to 

use a lot of magic I wasn't able to use for now…!" Said Rita. "Mostly because it reduces their MP Cost." 
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"Woow! This Spell is super insane, you're teleporting away all the poison projectiles!" I said in shock. 

"Yeah, it only works with non-living things though, but it is sure handy at deviating enemy attacks… And 

I've got this as well! Nightmare, onwards!" She said, as her horse quickly began rushing towards the 

three-eyed Giant Snake. 

"Shadow… Control!" 

FLUOSH! 

Suddenly, a sphere of pure Malice was unleashed from within Rita's powers, as it flew towards the Giant 

Snake with three eyes and impacted it! But it didn't deal directly damage, it took control of the snake's 

Shadows and began to manipulate them. 

"Let's see…!" 

"SHAAAAA!" 

The three eyed Giant Snake immediately realized there was something wrong going on in here, as the 

shadows of its own began to take over its entire body, entangling it completely and without letting it 

properly fight. Although its magic was still firing just as usual. 

"GRYSHA!" 

The other two Giant Snakes noticed another of their siblings being struggling, as they attempted to free 

him from its shackles. 

However…! 

"You Shall Not Pass!" 

A giant made of wood and covered in armor emerged before them, with an army of dozens of Garden 

Knights. His enormous arms grew thrice their size, as they suddenly punched a snake in the gut! 

BOOOM! 

"SHAAAA…!" 

CLAAASH! 

The giant suddenly fell down into the ground, rolling around. 

"This power is incredible, my Strength Stat tripled!" Said Titan. "And with this new weapon…!" 

Titan quickly ran forward, holding into his new Spear as the Garden Knights around him suddenly flew 

directly towards the snake, hitting it with their small weapons and suddenly exploding into flowers over 

the beast! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

"SHAAAA…!" 



Dozens of wounds began to spread over the Giant Snake that had tried to help the three-eyed one, as 

these flowers quickly began turning red, absorbing the snake's blood and weakening at the same time. 

The monster's HP was plummeting! 

"Now!" 

Titan roared, bringing forth six of his Beast Spirits of several different elements, who all unleashed 

elemental attacks against the Snake, impacting it constantly and leaving enormous wounds all across the 

beast. 

However, he was not done yet! 

Titan infused his Mana into the spear he had been given, as his bark seemed to merge with this 

mysterious magical weapon, enlarging it into a gigantic spear made to pierce the heavens themselves! 

"Nature's… RAGE!" 

CLAAAASHHH!!! 

The gigantic spear pierced through the snake's entire body, reaching the other side, and impaling the 

monster! Blood quickly sprayed out like a fountain, as more and more red roses began to grow over the 

monster's body. Its HP has finally reached 50% and was slowly pummeling down more and more. Titan 

was able to hold it back! 

However, there were three Giant Snakes, while one was dealt with Titan, the other trapped by Rita's 

magic, there was a third one which was being constantly dealt with by Acorn and the Mushroom 

Brigade, alongside my Summons and Tamed Monsters. They were all ganging on it. However, the 

monster's HP was absurdly high, so it was getting incredibly hard to hold it back for so long as they were 

doing! 

"SHAAA!" 

The snake roared furiously as it was tired of Acorn and the Alchemist Mushroom's bombs, quickly hitting 

the floor furiously and generating earthquakes that made them lose balance. The Giant Snake jumped 

forward and directly… towards me?! 

"SHAAAAAAA!!!" 

"Fine! Come at me then! Earth Wall!" 

TRUUUMMM…! 

I formed several Earth Walls in front of the gigantic, twenty-meter-big snake with a head as big as a car, 

the gigantic beast impacted the Earth Walls and easily broke them down, but the hit alone still made the 

monster lose some HP, while giving me the time to evade its attack. 

"GRYSHAAA!" 

The Snake furiously looked at me once more, leaping towards my direction and opening its jaws. 

Suddenly, a concentrate of Mana emerged from within its jaws, as a deadly Poison Attribute Breath 



Attack similar to the Breath of Dragons was unleashed, purple flames of the poison attribute suddenly 

began to cover me! 

"Spiritual Shield!" 

FLUOOOSSSHHH! 

The Spiritual Shield I had Leveled up to Level 10 was working wonders to protect me from damage, as I 

confidently nodded. I couldn't bring the power of Spirits anymore in this area except the fairies, which 

were already fighting the Giant Snake that Rita had trapped. I had to take this down myself so I don't 

have to bother everyone else dealing with the others! 

Or at the very least, distract it enough time for the rest of my party to reach me and assist me with their 

strength! 

I shapeshifted my weapon into a Scythe shape and then quickly imbued Mana and Spiritual Energy into 

it, unleashing the powerful attack using the [Farming Tool Usage] Skill! 

SLASH! 

A gigantic wave of green and golden aura emerged from my weapon, devastating the swamps and 

turning them into Healthy Soil in front of me, while the Snake, too big to evade, ended taking the hit 

head on! 

BOOOOM!!! 

"GRUOOOHHHHH…!" 

The snake gave out an agonizing scream as its entire body was covered on the spiritual essence of 

harvest and nature, suddenly, roots, branches, flowers, and vines began to grow out of its various 

wounds, beginning to sap away its life through my [Life Drain] Skill! 

Maybe I can Solo a Boss on my own now?! 

"GRUOR!" 

BAAAM!!! 

Suddenly, interrupting my dreams, the Giant Snake hit the ground furiously, shattering the Terrain I was 

creating as poison began to emerge from the cracks, devouring away my source of strength. 

"Wait! Don't do that!" 

I quickly flew using [Spiritual Leap], which I was able to conjure without Wind Spirits but that ended 

costing more MP, and reached above the snake, pointing my weapon at the beast as I shapeshifted the 

weapon into a Shovel! 

"HYAAAAA!" 

My shovel began to shine bright gold, resembling a falling star crashing against the Giant Snake's head, 

pushing the beast down into the ground! 

BOOOOMMM! 
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Chapter 193: Intense Battle! 

"GRRRR…!" 

The Snake roared at me furiously, but its body was completely left almost destroyed. Its HP was already 

below 5%, and it was on death's door. I slowly moved towards the monster, as I considered if it could be 

better to make it my tamed monster… 

"Do you want to join me?" I wondered. 

"GRRRAAAH!" 

However, the furious snake seemed to have no reason at all, as its red eyes shone bright crimson in 

color like a furious berserk. The monster's body suddenly attempted to move so it could kill me, opening 

its jaws and letting out a cloud of purple and poisonous smoke. 

Of course, my Spiritual Shield protected me. 

"Ugh, it's no use with you guys… Then…! Wooden Shield, Plant Manipulation, and Plant Boost!" 

Combining these three Spells together, I invoked several shields made of wood around the snake, 

manipulated them and shaped them into sharp spears, enhanced them so they could deal more 

damage, and then pierced the snake's entire body with them! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLAAASH! 

"SHAAAAAA…!" 

The snake gave out a last defeating cry, as its entire body quickly exploded into particles of light. 

POOF! 

"Phew, I really beat it on my own…" I sighed in relief. 

"You've really grown stronger!" Said the Guide Spirit. "I have to admit it…" 

"You think?!" I wondered with a happy smile. 

"Well, more importantly, there's two more of those, so go help everyone else!" He said angrily, as if it 

wasn't him who ended distracting me. 

"Okay but don't be so annoying out of nowhere!" I sighed, as I quickly invoked Belle to my side and 

mounted over her back. "Let's go, Belle!" 

"Meeee!" 

I used [Spiritual Leap] once more, as me and Belle suddenly jumped through the airs and reached the 

second Giant Snake, the one that was being trapped by Rita! Interestingly enough, she wasn't able to 

deal strong enough damage for the three-eyed Giant Snake to be able to die yet, most likely because 

these monsters resisted the Darkness element and took less damage from her magic, even after being 

boosted. 
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"Damn it this thing is super tough or is my magic weak?!" Rita or well, Achlys, angrily said, as she was 

suddenly shaken by the attack of the snake. Its third eye suddenly shone bright red, unleashing a beam 

directly at her! 

BAAAM! 

Her Darkness Spirits tried to protect her and take part of the damage but she ended still being greatly 

affected! 

"Agh!" 

Rita fell down into the floor and rolled there, her Nightmare and her little Arachne protected her from 

the smaller snakes but her HP was already below 10% she was going to die soon! And she also lacked 

healing spells and only had Health Potions which she seems to have been chugging on for a while. 

"SHAAA!" 

CRASH! 

The three-eyed Giant Snake freed itself from Achly's Shadow Manipulation Spell and quickly moved 

towards her to finish her off in the best way possible, by crushing her with its enormous size! 

"Damn it!" 

BOOOOMMM!!! 

"Nooo!" 

I ran towards her as fast as possible, but she got crushed! If she dies here, she can't revive back inside 

the dungeon and will have to wait outside. Without having her as a valuable party member everything 

will become way harder! 

"SHAAA…?!" 

However, out of nowhere, Rita suddenly jumped out of the shadows of the Giant Snake, which quickly 

realized this! She survived! 

It seems that she had used the [Shadow Step] Spell to merge into the darkness and escape just in time, 

but this completely drained every little bit of MP left with her. 

However, this time, I was there to protect her! 

"SHAAA!" 

The three-eyed Giant Snake furiously attacked us as she spotted both me and Rita still not dead. Its third 

eye shone brightly once more, as I created several Spiritual Shield Barriers in layers of up to ten! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

The enormous beam that emerged from the Giant Snake's third eye began breaking them all. This laser 

was truly deadly! However, it wasn't enough at the end, as we survived with barely two Spiritual Shield 

Barriers still up. 



"P-Planta…" Achlys muttered, as she looked at me. Not only was she at almost zero HP and zero MP, but 

her Status was [Paralyzed]. That beam that came from the eye of the Giant Snake was probably 

something that provoked a status ailment. 

"Don't worry, I am here for you, bestie!" 

I quickly healed her wounds using my Recovery Magic such as [Verdant Recovery Light] and [Recovery 

Antidote Sap], but the Paralysis had yet to be completely dissipated, so I took out some of the Paralysis 

Curing Potions I made back then when we first explored the Mushroom Dungeon and gave one to her. 

"Here, drink this!" 

"Ah… you still got these potions?!" 

"Just drink it!" 

"Ugh…" 

Achlys reluctantly drank the potion, as the furious three-eyed Snake readied itself for another beam 

attack, concentrating its Mana into its third eye! 

"SHAAA- GRAH?!" 

CLAAASH! 

However, out of nowhere, a blazing arrow hit the beast third eye, as blood began spraying out of the 

gigantic eye! It was Hunter, our Archer and Mushroom Brigade member! 

"Lady Planta, we are back!" Said Hunter, who had gone through hundreds of smaller snakes alongside 

Sporegon, Magius, Alice, and Acorn. 

"What about Titan?!" I asked, looking behind them as I saw Mark unleashing all his power against the 

other Giant Snake. 

"Sir Titan said that he'll hold into the beast for as long as he can, we must trust him!" Sporegon roared, 

unleashing his Swordsmanship Arts alongside Mimy, who resembled a black knight clad in rusty armor. 

"Mimyyy!" Mimy roared as well, as she swung her powerful sword alongside Sporegon, the two 

resembled real knights! 

"Dual Swordsmanship Arts: Blade Dance!" 

Sporegon roared, as he and Mimy suddenly synchronized their movements almost masterfully, slashing 

through the entire face of the three-eyed Giant Snake and leaving dozens of slashing wounds over its 

entire face! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"SHAAAAAA…!" 

The Giant Snake agonized, suddenly trying to move back due to the constant attacks! 

This was our chance to finish it off! 
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Chapter 194: Defeating The Last Of The Three 

"Gryshishishiiii~!" 

Suddenly, I heard the typical laughter of my Plant Companion, the tricky Loki, as she suddenly dug 

underground and emerged right below the formerly three-eyed Giant Snake, invoking dozens of long 

and hard as steel vines, entangling the Giant Snake's tail and stopping its movements barely! 

POOOF! 

And then, Loki quickly unleashed her [Spray] Skill, releasing poisonous and paralyzing pollen that 

actually affected the Giant Snake by a bit! Perhaps because her poison is made out by a plant and not by 

a monster? Well, whatever was the case, she got it! 

"MEEEEE!!!" 

Belle charged furiously as well, unleashing her truest [Berserk Mode] combined with her [Aura] and 

various other Skills. Her Goat Horns suddenly grew three times their original size and were covered by a 

golden aura, as she headbutted the Snake furiously! I could even see her eyes shining bright red in 

berserk anger! 

CLAAAASH! 

"GRAAAKKHHH…!" 

The three-eyed Giant Snake felt as if it was about to vomit what it ate earlier, as it received a full hit into 

its guts, most likely! 

BAAAM! 

The beast rolled over the floor once more. This time, too weak to even retaliate properly, moving its 

body around viciously and trying to slap us with its tail desperately, but it was too late now. 

"Wooden Shield, Plant Manipulation, Plant Boost!" 

I once more unleashed my offensive combination of low-level Spells, as spears of wood shaped 

themselves from the wooden shields that appeared out of the ground, piercing the enormous snake's 

body from all sides. Boosted in damage dealt thanks to Plant Boost, the Snake gave out its last breath! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

"GRAAAHHH…!" 

POOF! 

The Giant Snake quickly exploded into bubbles of light, as the little snakes, funnily enough, began to feel 

intimidated we took three Giant Snakes one after the other, and only attacked from a distance, giving 

me more space to unleash attacks using my Shovel to create more Healthy Soil. 
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Without [Spiritual Attack] the chance of creating [Healthy Soil] Tiles is often around 20% with each hit, 

but I was spamming them and generating these shockwaves attacks which also stunned the little snakes, 

letting Nieve and the Fairy Spirits finish them off as we advanced towards Titan. 

"SHAAAA!" 

The last Giant Snake furiously attempted to devour Titan. Even with a giant spear stuck into its belly, the 

monstrous creature was still more than healthy and energetic to fight back. Titan had been using the 

power as a Garden Guardian to fight 1v1 against this Giant Boss Monster, while the little Garden Knights 

offered their support however they could. His Elemental Beast Spirits were also helping him, but even 

the Elemental Chimera Beast Spirit ended being stomped to death just now. 

"Nnngghh…! Y-You damn snake…!" Titan roared, infusing all the last bits of energy he had into his arms 

as they grew bigger and bigger, trying to stop the monster's jaws from swallowing him entirely. 

"Silver! Now!" 

"ROAR!" 

However, we quickly came to the rescue! 

Silver, my Lake Snake Dragon jumped into action. Although she wasn't as big as the Giant Snakes, she 

had grown bigger with each Level Up she had, and now at Level 30, she had almost half the size of the 

Giant Snakes, big enough to easily grasp their tails and stop their movements, which she had been doing 

for a while now. 

However, because she's a newborn, she's rather clumsy and lacks fighting experience, so she wasn't able 

to help to her very best. However, she was still helping good enough, and even more as she had been 

strengthening her Water Magic. 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Suddenly, Silver summoned three enormous spiraling water spears made out of boiling water and fired 

them into the Giant Snake's eyes, burning them and piercing them with the powerful impactful attacks! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

SPLAAASH! 

"SHAAAAAAA…!" 

The Giant Snake groaned in agony, quickly stepping back from Titan as the enormous Ent barely survived 

the Boss Monster's onslaught. 

"GROAR!" 

Silver roared more dragon-like than her snake-like hissing, as she hit the Giant Snake's chin with the tip 

of her tail, which was covered on a special modified silver-colored scale in the shape of a big, two-

meter-long spear! 

CRASH! 



"GRYYYSHA…!" 

The Giant Snake felt the piercing blow as it vomited blood, furiously glaring back at Silver, and retaliating 

with a deadly bite! 

CLASH! 

However, Silver's amazing Dragon Scales were not so easy to bite through, as the Snake's fangs ended 

getting stopped by my beautiful little dragon's scales. 

"GROOOARRRR!" 

Silver roared furiously, attacking back. 

As the battle between the two giants continued, we reached the battle and I healed Titan in the process. 

"Well done Titan, you managed to hold it off!" I said. 

"Has your dragon always been this strong?!" He asked. 

"It leveled up pretty quickly so it is surprising for me as well!" I said with a bit of worry. 

"Well, let's finish this thing already!" 

We all gathered together and began attacking the Giant Snake that Silver was distracting. Already 

covered in wounds and poisoned as the Giant Snake managed to pierce through her scales, she quickly 

fell back and let us handle things. 

"SHAAAA…!" 

After a few seconds of endless projectiles and other skills, the Giant Snake fell into the floor, exploding 

into particles of light. 

POOF! 

Several notifications appeared in front of us, as it was mostly just even more EXP we can't use yet, and 

dropped items such as Snake Meat, Scales, and their Poison. I don't really know what to do with what's 

not meat though. 

The little snakes were very few, and we left my summons and tamed monsters, alongside the Fairy 

Spirits to slay them while we decided to quickly sit down in the Flower Garden I had created and eat, we 

were starving! 

"Phew… I can't believe it took this long to slay those mobs…" Rita sighed. 

"We need to quickly refill our Satiation and then move onwards; we can't stay here for too long." Titan 

added. 

"I know, we'll follow the path I've created using my Terrain!" I said. 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 195: Having A Small Break In The Middle Of A Dungeon 

"Phew… I can't believe it took this long to slay those mobs…" Rita sighed. 
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"We need to quickly refill our Satiation and then move onwards; we can't stay here for too long." Titan 

added. 

"I know, we'll follow the path I've created using my Terrain!" I said. 

"It was very intense… I think I spent most of my Stink Bombs and Fire Bombs, dang it. Who would had 

thought we would be forced to fight those giant snakes again?" Acorn complained. 

The transformation that Titan and Nieve were going through was quickly and automatically dispelled the 

moment the battle was over. Although everything was slightly insane and out of the ordinary, everyone 

was too tired to talk about this in detail, and we just wanted to eat. 

"Alright, let's make something up really quick!" 

"I am interested in your cooking as well, Planta." 

Suddenly, the Spiritual Projection of the Fairy Queen appeared behind me. 

"Uwah! Y-You're here, Titania?" 

"Yes, Nieve summoned me some minutes go again. The power you've given to her is amazing. Just what 

did you exactly do? Also Titan as well received something like that!" 

"I… honestly have no idea, it just happened… Really!" 

I quickly opened my Inventory and took a lot of pre-made food. There was no way I am cooking 

something here, it takes a bit too long to cook food and we were in a hurry, the food saved inside the 

Inventory is always warm and delicious just as prepared anyways so it was everything alright. 

I quickly took out several sandwiches and even some stew made out of snake meat, grilled fish, tea, 

apple juice, and salad of various veggies. Oh right, and baked potatoes, which are delish with butter 

made out of Belle's milk! 

"Wow, such a big feast!" Titan was shocked. 

"Thanks for the meal~!" Rita immediately began to dig in. 

"This looks mighty good!" Acorn started eating a fruit salad with cream on top. 

"So you don't know how it happened?" The Fairy Queen wondered again. 

"Not really, it must be some reaction of the System and the Spells. Since I began playing that Spells 

sometimes come together. I guess it is the nature of the System's powers. Like one day I merged Earth 

and Sunlight Spirits to create a Lava Golem Spirit." I said. "Merging the effects of Skills and Spells seems 

like a right way to play this game and make even generally weak classes shine. I guess the people in 

charge of the creation of these powers really didn't wanted to make any class weak and wanted to leave 

it to our imagination as well. The classes that are perceived as the strongest are most likely the ones 

where you need the least imagination to become stronger. Therefore, less effort." I said, as I bite into a 

fried pork cutlet sandwich. 

"I-I see…" Titania seemed slightly confused, as she quickly took a bowl of salad and began eating it. 

Apparently she was able to eat salad just like that even in her Spiritual Projection form. I wonder if her 



real body eats it too? "This System existence is truly an enigma to me… I don't know if the Gods made it 

or something else… Ah, this salad is exquisite!" 

She continued eating everything until the very last cherry tomato, and then drank some tea. 

"Wow… Planta, did you grew those vegetables yourself?! I've never eaten something so delicious 

before!" She said happily. 

"Y-Yeah, I am a farmer, after we are done with this, I'll expand my farm some more. I am still not 

producing enough to feed an entire population though, so I don't think I can sell my vegetables in 

masse…" I said. 

"O-Oh, I see… But would you be interested in opening a restaurant, perhaps?" She wondered. Titania 

didn't seemed to want to let me go now that she knew my food was tasty. 

"Ahahah… M-Maybe?" I wondered. "I wonder how fun it might be to do that inside a game." 

"Think about it!" Titania said, quickly taking another bowl of salad. 

"Anyways now that we are a bit more calm after we ate… Planta, how exactly did you do that?" Titan 

asked the same question as Titania… 

"Y-Yeah! I felt so strong back then, I had no idea Lady Planta could transform me and even temporarily 

lend me her magical abilities." Said Nieve. 

"I really have no idea how that happened… But it might be an effect of the Spiritual Spells I used. The 

Flower Garden Terrain must have special effects, and it said you were compatible with them, most likely 

due to your Race, Titan, as you're an Ent!" I said. 

"Oh… so such compatibilities exist. I guess it is just as you said previously, this game has a lot of hidden 

effects and things we can produce by combining certain skills and magic together, Terrains and all of 

that wasn't even within my knowledge. I doubt many Rankers even use such methods for fighting, but it 

seems that Terrains and their Effects are a special power in this game's world…" Titan said while rubbing 

his woody chin. 

"Huh… Well, I guess I'll leave it to that." Said Nieve. 

"Well, the magic that Planta employed was something that she developed after receiving my Blessing. 

Her Spirit Magic affinity is amazing already. She's able to summon my Spiritual Projection and that of 

many of my citizens to help her. What happened to Nieve might be because her Spiritual Projection was 

summoned while she was still fighting here." Said Titania. 

"R-Right! That was it! I think you ended merging with your Spiritual Projection, Nieve. It ended giving 

you some sort of "idealized form" that you see yourself in the future as!" I said happy to finally figure 

out what had happened. 

"W-Wha…?! My ideal form… is a princess?!" She asked while blushing until she got as red as a tomato. 

"Hahah, that's certainly a cute dream you have, Nieve." Sighed Titania. "I've already been thinking about 

having a new Queen, perhaps you might be the ideal. You're strong, diligent, and intelligent." 



"E-Eeeh?!" Nieve was shocked. 
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"Of course that decision will be for another time." Said Titania. "Planta, I think it has already been five 

minutes, we should keep moving now. Has everyone eaten their fill?" 

Everyone nodded, although Acorn was still eating tasty fruits and stuffing his cheeks with them. 

"Alright then, everyone, let's move on. The entrance was already located by the Fairy Spirits, it is 

towards this direction! I'll make up a path so we can remain in our Terrain and not be weakened!" I said, 

moving onwards. 

As we packed everything and decided to move on, I took my weapon, which I was able to shapeshift as it 

was made out of the Branch of the Tree of Beginnings, giving me the ability to shapeshift it using [Plant 

Manipulation], I shaped the weapon into a Shovel once more, and began hitting the ground with it. 

TRUUUMMM…! 

FLASH! 

A wave of green and golden light erupted from the floor, spreading out and magically converting our 

surroundings into Healthy Soil, the Flower Garden expanded almost automatically, leaving a trail of 

flowers behind us as we advanced forward. 

"Honestly, your abilities are amazing." Titania sighed. "Not even I am capable of doing something like 

you, Planta. To be able to instantly change something contaminated with Miasma… It is incredibly 

impressive." 

"I-Is that so? It is merely Level 10 [Farming Tool Usage] Skill!" I said. 

"Farming… Tool Usage? I had never heard of such a Skill before…" Titania said. "Players really do have 

impressive Skills, don't they?" 

"It is actually quite a non-battle Skill." Said Titan. "I had no idea it could develop such effects after 

reaching Level 10." 

"Oh well, it also happens thanks to the power of Soil Manipulation and Terrain Adaptability, both at 

Level 10 too." I said with a nod. 

"T-Those are all Farmer Class Skills, right? I had never heard of those before." Sighed Titan. "Maybe I 

should had picked up the Farmer Class myself now that I think about it…" 

"I think your Druid Class is pretty strong, Titan! You just have to keep finding new ways to merge your 

Magic and Skills together. I am sure you can find a way." I said. 

"Hmmm… Certainly, I'll try my best." Titan said with a rather confident tone of voice. "I want to grow 

stronger and protect this forest. I've already grown quite attached to everything here… Although I also 

want to explore the outside world too." 

"Me too!" Said Achlys. "Quite honestly it is getting a bit boring for me…" 
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"I might be able to help you reach your home, Lady Achlys." Said Titania. 

"My home?" Rita asked while raising an eyebrow. 

"You see, there's a Forest of Dark Elves in an adjacent region to our own. They live close to the Dwarven 

Mountains of Rosenheim as well." Said Titania. "If you ever think about meeting with your kin, you could 

go there." 

"Oh, that sounds interesting… Dwarves are those little guys, right?" Wondered Rita. 

"Yeah!" Titania said. "We don't have… good relationships with them. A vassal of them, who was also a 

Player, tricked us. He noy only betrayed our trust but also stole our treasures." Sighed Titania. "I would 

like to get back the Spirit Wood Crown and the Translucent Fallen Star one day…" 

"Wait, so that player stole treasures from you?!" I asked. 

"Of course… If it wasn't for him, we would had already given you them so you could use them against 

the Snake Queen. Without them, we were left rather hopeless against the snake invasion." Sighed 

Titania. "The Spirit Wood Crown is an incredibly powerful Crown that multiplies Magic Power and Mana 

by several times, and it also allows for the usage of Summon Magic, which allows people to temporarily 

Summon powerful Spirits of the past. The other is a powerful Sword of Legends once wielded by the 

Mushroom Hero to slay the Snake Queen, the Mushroom King, and the Shadow Crow King…" 

"Wow, so a Player just stole them…" Said Titan. "I was fairly sure NPC are protected by the System so a 

Player that tries to hurt them is punished, right?" 

"Well, he fooled us and ended getting close to the Treasures. It only took a single tap of his finger over 

them for the treasures to disappear. We tried to chase him down and capture him, but he escaped easily 

from our grasp." Titania sighed. "Ever since then, we haven't trusted Players… Until all of you came here 

and saved us, so we have decided to change how we think." 

"I see…" I said while thinking about such things. 

Whoever was that Player, he was really a terrible person… Well, maybe not that exaggeratedly bad, but 

he was really an asshole. But I suppose… it also depends on how people see the NPC of this world. As 

mere game characters with no real life, which doesn't make them feel bad about stealing from them or 

tricking them, or as people like I am doing right now. 

Maybe the correct way is not really the way I am doing things, but I feel like it is the right thing to do in 

my heart, and I think that's the important part. 

"Well, if we ever find him, we'll try to take back the items." I said with confidence. 

"Eh?! But that would involve a PvP battle, wouldn't it?" Asked Titan. "I bet he's over leveled too…" 

"I-I am just hypothetically saying! It is not like I will chase him to the ends of the earth, but if I happen to 

find him, we'll try something…" I said with a nod. 

"Thank you for your consideration, Planta." Titania smiled charmingly at me. "But I believe this is enough 

talk for now, we are here." 



After waking for only five minutes while slowly turning the Swamp Tiles into Healthy Soil and then 

expanding my Garden Terrain, we suddenly came across the entrance to the very depths of this 

"Dungeon" which resembled caves that led down, dimly illuminated by glowing mushrooms and moss. 

"This is the nest of the Snake Queen." Titania said. 

From within the caves, a foul aura of darkness and poison leaked… It was truly quite terrifying. 
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The Venomous Snake Queen was furious! 

Not only have the Players survived her onslaught of almost a thousand Small Snakes between Level 15 

to 20, but they had also managed to defeat her four Giant Snakes, which were all Level 30! 

Certainly, it wouldn't had gone their way if it wasn't for a particular one within their group, Planta. This 

Dryad Farmer woman held within her an incredible power, something that the Snake Queen had 

honestly never expected out of a Player, the power to change the [Terrain Tiles]. 

She had singlehandedly shaped the Terrain of her own Dungeon, the place she had been given the 

power to shape as she desired as the Dungeon Master! It felt as if she was completely cheating! The 

Snake Queen was so furious that she felt like she had swallowed a swarm of bitter bugs. 

The System had promised her the ability to change her fate and to even force immortals themselves to 

not be able to intervene with her… but at the end, things didn't go as she planned. The Players were too 

strong, and Planta changed the tide of battle with a single swipe of her weapon. 

However, it wasn't as if everything was over yet, after all, she wasn't a weakling at all. She was someone 

way stronger than before, in fact, she had already surpassed the strength of her previous life, the one 

that the Hero of Old had slain. 

With her power to drain MP from her Dungeon and the ability to unleash incredible Magic and Skills, she 

awaited them without any fear. She had no plans aside from fighting them, as she had confidence on 

her own strength… 

Of course, like any snake, she was not without tricks. 

"Come at me then… I will show you what happens to those insolent enough to dare come fight me head-

on…!" She said to herself. "And you… Titania, I won't forgive you for what you've done. You're the one I 

detest the most… I will slaughter you and your people after I kill your heroes… I promise it!" 

. 

. 

. 

(Elayne's POV) 

After the enormous battle we had at the beginning of this dungeon, and after our break and then our 

road towards the depths of it, we have finally reached it, the lair of the Queen. Interestingly enough, 
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there were no other monsters around, there were no snakes or anything of the sort, it felt strangely 

empty, way too empty to be honest… However, I knew that deep in there, the Queen was waiting for us. 

It felt as if she was very confident that she could fight us directly. 

After seeing her employ so many underlings to fight for her, it felt strange she would confront us head-

on. Even Titania felt doubtful about this. She was definitely up to something, wasn't she? I knew it… 

However, I really couldn't think of what she might be trying. And just to make sure, I might as well make 

a Terrain inside the cave as well. 

"HYAAAA!" 

CLASH! 

I charged a good amount of Mana and a bit of Spiritual Essence from the Great Spirit, hitting the ground 

before us in the corridor leading us below. 

TRUUUM! 

The entire corridor began to change and shape, the ground began to constantly shapeshift, gaining soil 

on top of it, as the healthiness of it made everything richer, shining with bright gold and green light 

which meant Life and Nature Elements were taking over the place. They were not enough to bring my 

Spirits through Dragon Veins yet, so I'll have to fight without their aid in this Boss Battle, but I had the 

aid of my friends, my summons and tamed monsters, and the Fairy Spirits led by Titania. Of course, 

there was also the Great Spirit of Farming and Harvest, my trump card. 

FLUOSH! 

The Terrain on front of us quickly changed, as the Healthy Soil Tiles were filled with flowers and from the 

flowers, an aura of magical power began to come out, there were already almost a hundred small 

Flower Garden Knights marching behind us, and I believe that as long as I will it, Titan can also transform 

into his Guardian Form and Nieve into her Frost Fairy Princess Form. Both are triggered by the new 

Spells I had acquired thanks to Titania's Blessing. 

Helping her was the best I could've done, the boost I've gained from her was fantastic, and the ability to 

temporarily transform two of my party members, boosting their stats and giving them new abilities is 

something that I never thought this game could feature at all! It is really a fun experience to see them 

transform and all… 

However, I cannot keep thinking so carefreely, this is the time of truth after all! 

"Amazing, the Terrain even inside of this cave is changing." Said Titania in amusement. "With this, I feel 

inspired to fight more… But… I wonder if I can do this?" 

Titania seemed slightly doubtful after what she had been saying before. 

"Why?" I wondered. 

"Well… The Snake Queen was… Ah, I guess it doesn't matter now. It has been so long since then that I 

suppose… Things have changed too much for that to even be relevant." Titania sighed, her spiritual form 

seemed to slowly grow less brighter as she showed her emotions. 



I didn't wanted to really dig into her memories about this, so I quickly decided to not pursue the topic. 

Led by Titan and Nieve in front as our Tank and Main Physical Attacker, we slowly moved as I converted 

the Terrain. My MP was already down to half, but I had already laid the groundwork for most of what I 

wanted to bring, especially the Fairy Spirits, as over sixty had joined us with Titania. To transform Titan 

and Nieve, I'll simply spend roughly 400 MP each, that would leave me in around 2k MP, more than 

enough for my own attacking and healing. 

"Welcome to the place where all of you will die." 

Suddenly, the tenebrous voice of the Snake Queen resonated through the dungeon. 

We reached the last floor, and there, an enormous shadow emerged before us, with menacing red eyes. 
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Chapter 198: Against The Ravenous Venomous Snake Queen 

With a menacing voice, the gigantic Snake welcomed us. She seemed slightly carefree, but I bet she had 

a lot of plans already on the work. By merely watching her, I could tell she was incredibly strong. The 

space where we had arrived was an enormous underground cave, the ground below was muddy and 

there was a large lake where she was positioned, filled with Miasma. However, as my Terrain made its 

way inside, this mud and the Miasma grew weaker. 

The Snake Queen's appearance, which quickly revealed itself from within the shadows was rather 

unsurprising to me, as I've already imagined her as a gigantic snake. She had no human-like half, like 

Titan had thought she would be like a Lamia, another race of this world which Players can choose 

apparently. No, the Snake Queen was quite literally a purple-scaled Giant Snake, the same ones we saw 

before, but twice as big. She was approximately… 50 meters big? Or a bit less. She had six pairs of black 

horns growing over her head, and a big third eye in the middle of her forehead, which was completely 

black with red pupils… 

Her body seemed different though, her scales were not slim at all, and were more like armor stacked 

together dozens of times, they looked rough and even… dragon-like. The tip of her tail had a long, 

curved blade of at least ten meters of height, capable of easily shredding into pieces her prey. And 

above all, she emanated a monstrously large presence, as if she was the pure darkness itself. 

And even then, I saw a vision. Right behind her, there was something… 

It is as if the power that Gaia granted to me back then when we fought the Undead Hero was still within 

me, whatever this gift was it wasn't in the form of Skills, but an innate ability I now possessed to see… 

the truth behind others. 

I saw several black threads behind her, controlling her every movement. And controlling such threads 

there was a monstrous and menacing puppeteer, or well, the shadow of it. 

This was most likely the one behind the Snake Queen's Miasmic Powers, the Demon King of Miasma 

himself. 
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If I manage to cut down these threads, will he finally let us alone? Or will he continue pestering us 

somehow, somewhere… in some sort of shape or form? I am honestly annoyed of how insisting this 

World Boss is about destroying this Starting Area of the game! 

"So this is the Snake Queen…" Titan said. 

"Her presence is so overwhelming, and just how big is her body?! How can we even defeat such a 

behemoth?" Nieve wondered. 

"She's certainly above and beyond…" Rita sighed. 

Ding! 

[You have entered the [Boss Room] of this Dungeon!] 

[The [Dungeon Boss]: [Ravenous Venomous Snake Queen: Saphee: Lv35] has invoked her [Dungeon Boss 

Aura] 

[All of her Stats have increased by +100%, Darkness and Poison Attribute Damage has been enhanced by 

+100%] 

[The [Dungeon Boss]: [Ravenous Venomous Snake Queen: Saphee: Lv35] has invoked her [Dungeon 

Master Privilege] 

[The Dungeon's Terrain Effects have been intensified!] 

So her name is Saphee and her Level is 35! W-Well, it is not as high as I imagined, but that's still 15 

Levels above us! Isn't that a bit too much? How can we fight someone with such a massive level 

difference? I'll really have to rely a lot on Titania, the Fairy Spirits, and the Great Spirit of Farming and 

Harvest's help to defeat her. 

"So you've come to your deaths, have you not? Do you truly believe I am a weakling that hides behind 

her underlings?" She said cockily. 

TRUUUM! 

Suddenly, the route to escape was sealed by a wall of stone. 

"I have merely lured you into my own Territory so I can have all the time I want to eat each one of 

you…!" 

TRUUUUUUUMMMM…! 

Suddenly, the entire cave shook. The enormous body of the Snake Queen began to move out of the 

Miasmic Lake! And the first thing she did was direct her gaze upon me! 

"YOU…! You're the one that has been doing this, right?! I'll take you down first!" 

FLAAAASH! 

Her body moved faster than we all could have predicted from such a gigantic body! 

CLASH! 



Her enormous jaws suddenly impacted my Spiritual Shield Barriers, as I desperately continued to create 

more and more. 

Crack…! Crack! 

However, her gigantic jaws were easily crushing through my spherical barrier, even when I was blocking 

a lot of damage dealt, it wasn't all the damage at the end! Her jaws were as big as a car, if not a bus! This 

thing could easily just swallow me up! 

"It is useless, simply let me kill you! You're immortal right? You already can tell our level difference! 

Simply perish and let me do what I want!" She roared. "Why do you care so much about them? Aren't 

they simply "NPC" to you? Why do you have to get involved into such a difficult challenge just for people 

that you might not even think it's real?!" 

The Snake Queen surprisingly knew a lot of what was happening with us Players! Just how much has she 

been told by the System? Or maybe… the Demon King might know something?! 

CRASH! 

My Spiritual Shield Barriers finally broke, as the enormous jaws of the Snake Queen reached up to me in 

an instant. My entire body was about to be swallowed up. 

Or was it? 

"Why, you ask?" I said, as I quickly held up my weapon, shaping it into the shape of a Scythe. "It is for a 

very simple reason!" 

Infusing Mana and Spiritual Essene into my weapon, I called upon the full power of the Great Spirit, as 

she emerged at my side while smiling defiantly against a foe that was beyond what I could even do, and 

giving me the chance to exceed my own limits… 

"It is because for me, these people are real enough!" 

FLAAAASH! 

My weapon unleashed an enormous burst of green and golden colored Spiritual Essence, as I swung it 

against the Snake Queen's open mouth. 

This was the chance I wanted; she obviously had her weakest spot ready for me to attack! 

"[Spiritual Attack]!" 

CLAAASH! 
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"[Spiritual Attack]!" 

CLAAASH! 

An enormous aura slash made from this enormous amount of Spiritual Essene came out of my weapon, 

impacting the Snake Queen's open jaws and piercing through her two sharp fangs, and even slicing 
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through her tongue! The energy went through her mouth, reaching the interior of her body, and 

exploding inside! 

"SHAAAAAAAAAHHH…!" 

The scream of the Snake Queen resonated across the cave, as she was blown away with all my power! 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

Her enormous body clashed in the opposite direction of the cave, leaving an enormous crater behind 

her gigantic body, as it shaped the walls of this vast cave. 

Her entire body ended wounded, as the interior of her body was also completely damaged. The Spiritual 

Energy I fired at her easily wounded her entire gigantic body, as several of her scales began to fall, 

countless crack-shaped wounds appeared over her body, as green and golden light began to come out of 

them, at the same time, flowers grew out of her wounds, draining away her life. 

"Unngh…! Gaagh….! Aggh…! T-That attack… W-What… what was that…?! Unghh… Guagh…!" 

The Snake Queen continued to struggle to even speak, as she continued to vomit blood, that attack 

alone took away 30% of her total HP! 

I had imbued all the power of the Great Spirit into that single attack, so the Great Spirit is now quite 

tired and will need at least a minute to rest before I can use her powers at full once more. But that's a 

good enough starting point! 

"Hahahaha! This is the power of a revived Great Spirit, foolish snake! A pawn of that damned Demon 

King will never defeat my Vessel!" The Great Spirit made herself visible to everybody, talking as cheeky 

as she had always done. 

"G-Great Spirit?! So you have such a power within you…" The Snake Queen slowly tried to crawl back, 

but my friends wouldn't simply allow her. 

"Onwards!" Titan roared, as he was already transformed into his Garden Guardian form, twice as tall as 

before and incredibly bulky, yet somehow agile, he jumped forward into battle alongside a hundred 

smaller Rose Garden Knights as well. 

"Snake Queen, your reign of terror ends today!" Nieve roared, already in her Frost Princess Form after 

merging with her Spiritual Projection. Her beautiful wings generated aurora borealis around her as fifty 

Fairy Spirits wore armor made of ice and weapons made of ice. 

"Let's do this… Saphee. Let's finish this." Titania said, holding into her beautiful and lustrous Magic 

Rapier, as her enormous wings unleashed a rainbow of spiritual essence pouring everyone with power, 

me included. 

"We'll serve our Lady with all our might and make up for the rest of us that couldn't come here!" 

Sporegon roared raising his sword with Hunter, Magius, and Alice at her side. 

"Damn right!" Acorn said while taking his potions and bombs from his Inventory. "This forest's has 

always been the home of my tribe, of my parents, of my grandpa, and of… grandma! I won't let any 

pawn of the Demon King nasty its beauty any longer! We'll fight to protect it if that's necessary! And I 



am here to represent the Squirrel-kin, the descendants of the Ancient Messenger of the Gods, 

Ratatoskr!" 

Acorn had the flashiest monologue, but I couldn't expect less from him. 

An aura of power began to surge from all of us, the combined Aura of the Queen of Fairies, alongside 

the ever-expanding aura of the Terrain of Magical Flower Garden, and the Terrain of my [Farmer's 

Authority], all merged together boosted our stats through the roof, completely making them all 

skyrocket! 

"Heh! See? You've gotten yourself a damn amazing team already, Planta!" Said the Guider Spirit. "Now 

stay focused and defeat this Boss so you can Evolve and safe the Forest at the same time!" 

"I know! You don't have to remind me of it!" I said with a prideful smile. 

Somehow… I finally realized, with everyone here with me, I have truly forged a new life in this world. 

This game, whatever it was, sure enough, it should possibly be not just a game. I know that there's 

something else to all of this. 

There is something really telling me that these stakes, and the lives we were trying to protect… they are 

all real! 

"Hmph… Hahahaha! Foolish! All of you are stupid! You can't go against the Demon King! His power is 

supreme! The Players had been trying so hard to defeat him, yet he crushes them like ants constantly!" 

The Snake Queen said. "Titania! This world is not the same we know of! There's a System, and this 

System demands sacrifices for us to grow stronger… This is a fair world where the stronger crushes the 

weak and grows even stronger… this is a world where even my lord will thrive, and become even 

stronger than before! There is no point in going back against him! You're all the foolish ones for still 

having hope… I lost it long ago, and now, look at me!" 

FLASH! 

After lowering her HP to 70%, the Snake Queen suddenly undergone a transformation. Her purple scales 

were completely replaced as she molted her body. And instead, metallic-like black scales resembling 

those of a dragon emerged across her body, while a pair of gigantic dragon-like wings appeared behind 

her back, flapping rapidly and lifting her gigantic body up the air. 

"I have already surpassed what I originally was!" 

Ding! 

[The [Dungeon Boss: [Ravenous Venomous Snake Queen: Saphee: Lv35] has reached its [Second 

Phase]!] 

"Now all of you insolent vermin, perish!!! [Darkness Miasma Meteor]!" 

She suddenly and furiously flapped her wings, as enormous meteors made of crystalized darkness began 

falling from the skies one after the other, reaching up to us! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 



Each Darkness Meteor exploded in the ground, suddenly unleashing enormous quantities of darkness 

and miasma and trying to take over my Terrain! 

"I won't allow it!" 

TRUUUMMM! 

I hit the floor furiously, unleashing a blast of light against the miasma, purifying it! 

This wasn't merely a battle of strength… this was also a battle of who could maintain their Terrain above 

the other! 
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TRUUUUMMM…! 

The ground trembled! The collision between the spiritual essence and the Snake Queen's miasma 

exploded, light and darkness exploded against one another, it was pure chaos! 

"Stop attacking Planta and fight us!" 

Titan roared as he moved forward first, his entire body suddenly began growing bigger… and bigger, and 

bigger! 

"UOOOHHHH!" 

His fist, at least ten meters big, punched the giant snake in the face! 

BOOOOMMM!!! 

"NNGHH?!" 

The Snake Queen roared in shock at what was happening! The one she had thought was merely a 

subject or background character ended doing some good damage! 

And the best part… he wasn't even done with it! 

"Thanks to Planta, I've finally realized how real and alive this world is! This is not just a game I have to 

care about stupid crap like Meta… this is a breathing and living world, a second life! I will protect it!" 

Titan said, as his body continued growing bigger through his ability to shapeshift his body, which was 

even better than mine thanks to various Skills he had chosen, exclusive for Ents. 

"Hmph! As if I were to care about your stupid thoughts, you walking tree!" The Snake Queen selfishly 

roared, as her tail moved swiftly like a spear, piercing through the body of Titan, who was already thirty 

meters tall! Wow! 

Titan crossed his two enormous fists as he received all blows head-on! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

However, somehow… he was still standing! 

"Ngh?! Why are you not dying yet?!" The Snake Queen cried in shock. 
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"I've invested all my Stat Points into Defense because I've realized that I am already the Party's Tank!" 

Titan said, as his enormous fists impacted the Snake Queen's face once more. "[Titan's Fist]!" 

CLAAAAASHHH!!! 

"AGGGH…! Y-YOOUUUU!" 

The Snake Queen furiously began hitting Titan once more, as a completely ridiculous scene was shown 

before our eyes, two giants were wrestling it out with all they had! However, if this continued, Titan 

would eventually die! 

Of course, he had tiny friends with him, a hundred of them in fact! 

"For Lady Planta!" 

"March, knights!" 

"Oooooh!" 

Over a hundred Flower Garden Knights impacted the Snake Queen's entire body, as they suddenly 

began to attack her enormously hard scales, chipping them down however they could! However, as they 

realized they couldn't properly damage, they simply exploded! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

"Nnggh…! Damn flies- AGH! What is this!?" 

The Snake Queen swiftly realized a Flower Garden was growing over her gigantic body, slowly yet 

steadily, more and more red roses appeared, all of them started to absorb her blood and decrease her 

health slowly, bit by bit! 

"My health is getting drained!" She cried angrily, swinging her tail against Titan once more. 

CLAAASH! 

"Not yet!" 

However, Titan suddenly grabbed her tail masterfully and used his gigantic strength to drag her from the 

skies! The Snake Queen couldn't believe his boldness! 

"UOOOOHHHH!" 

"W-What do you think you're doing?! GYAAAAAH!" 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

The Snake Queen was down! 

The ground trembled, cracks emerged everywhere, a gigantic earthquake was provoked due to her 

enormous body falling from the sky. However, my friends didn't falter! 

"This is my time!" 



Nieve flew forward with over fifty Fairy Spirits clad in Magic Ice Armor, as she raised her long rapier at 

the Snake Queen in the floor. 

"NOW! Spiritual Ice Magic: Winter's Judgement!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Suddenly, all the Fairy Spirits unleashed their strongest magic, which immediately turned into Ice Magic 

that Nieve channeled with her own gigantic Ice Magic Circle! All the Magic Circles came up together and 

then…! 

FLUOOOSH! 

It felt as if Winter itself emerged out of it! 

Freezing winds, ice, snow, everything emerged out and quickly covered the Snake Queen, suddenly 

freezing half of her body! Her HP was slowly going down as well, so this was actually freezing her flesh as 

well and not being completely fend off by her scales! 

"Agh…! T-This freezing cold! You're a mere fairy, how can you even bring this much magic power?!" The 

Snake Queen asked while furiously standing up, her wings tried to flap and let her fly, but one of them 

was completely frozen, and Nieve made quick work of it! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

She moved like a blue blur around the skies as she slashed the wings of the Snake Queen with her 

rapier, easily shattering them into pieces, as the second was also frozen into a wing-shape statue! 

CRAAASH! 

"AAAAGGGH…! Y-YOU!" 

The Snake Queen furiously attacked Nieve, as her tail hit her directly! 

CLASH! 

However, what was in place of Nieve was one of the Fairy Spirits which took the hit for her and 

disappeared… Is this a new Spell or Skill?! 

"W-What?!" The Snake Queen was shocked, suddenly seeing the swarm of Fairy Spirits around her. 

"Spiritual Ice Magic: Frozen Mirage. I've united with my kin's Spiritual Projections. You won't be able to 

easily slay me…!" Nieve roared, as she quickly attacked the Snake Queen once more from all sides. Her 

small body was perfect to fight such a titanic foe, the Snake Queen was having a hard time trying to hit 

her or even find her! 

"Excellent performance, Nieve. However, I must also assist you. Saphee, we'll end this tonight!" Titania 

said, raising her rapier into the skies as an explosion of spiritual essence came out of her Magic Weapon, 

she reached the Snake Queen in an instant, reaching her face and then pointing her rapier at her third 

eye! 

CLAAAASH! 



"SHAAAAAHHHH…!" 

The rapier pierced the Snake Queen's third eye quite easily, as an explosion of spiritual essence emerged 

from within the enormous wound, covering the entirety of the body of the monstrous creature at the 

same time, as if runes spread out of the Fairy Queen's wondrous attack! 

FLASH! 

A flash of bright light came from within, as the Snake Queen suddenly began to grow weaker, as if 

Titania had managed to hit a very weak point of hers! 

"I knew it! This place is her Miasmic Nucleus!" She said, as she was suddenly attacked by the furious 

Snake Queen's tail piercing through her entire body! 

"Uggh…!" 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 


